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Happy 150th birthday, bitter pit!



The…speckling occurs…in that fresh flesh…, usually 
around the outermost circumference of the fruit, 
apparently starting from the shell…becomes dryer
than the fresh fruit meat. 

…this phenomenon does not occur in withered fruits, 
and it seems to me that the means of avoiding or 
diminishing the occurrence of pitting are found…If my 
supposition confirms that the airing of the apples 
prevents or diminishes the fuzziness, then these fruits 
should be brought into the cellar as late as possible, 
until a part of their sap has evaporated. …

Jäger
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https://extension.psu.edu/orchard-nutrition-calcium-rate-calculator-
for-individual-product-comparisons
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“-in the pitted tissue the ratio Mg/Ca (~4) is twice as high as in the 
nominally healthy (surrounding) tissue”

“Even more striking are the differences in the values of the K/Mg 
ratios; here the pitted tissue shows the relatively low values of a 
little over 6, while the [healthy] tissues have values of 
[approximately 22]”



“…calcium is drained from the immediate surroundings of the 
pitted tissue and because it is not so mobile as other constituents, it 
is not maintained to the same relative degree”
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“Tissue from the affected areas was very low in sucrose, but was 
well supplied with glucose and fructose.”

“There are - very great differences in the starch contents of the two 
types of tissue”

Starch stained black with iodine



Starch appears to be concentrated in damaged and apparently healthy 
tissue

bruise pit

pit
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“sample is bombarded with an 
electron beam, emitting x-rays at 
wavelengths characteristic to the 
elements being analyzed”

Camebax, 1975









“The variations observed in the mineral contents of the pitted 
tissues suggest extensive nutritive disorders affecting the cellular 
physiology and probably disturbances in the ionic exchanges.”



Relationship between bitter pit incidence 
and fruit cortical plug Ca concentration of 
apples harvested from unsprayed apple trees 
and from trees that received 6 bi-weekly 
sprays of 5 g CaCl2 L−1 starting mid-May 
(early-start), mid-June (mid-start), or mid-
July (late-start) 2002 and 2003.



Control May start June start July start
Braeburn, 2002 52.8 19.8 13.9 18.8
Braeburn, 2003 21.6 1.2 1.3 2.6
Honeycrisp, 2002 32.4 7.4 4.2 14.2
Honeycrisp, 2003 19.8 6.9 7.4 7.5

Percent bitter pit for fruit harvested from unsprayed apple trees (Control) and from 
trees that received 6 bi-weekly sprays of 5 g CaCl2 L-1 starting mid-May, mid-June, 
or mid-July 2002 and 2003



Magnesium acts 
in a manner 
opposite to that 
of calcium.

Magnesium 
infiltration can 
be used to 
measure fruit 
susceptibility to 
bitter pit



Burmeister and Dilley, 1993





“Cell wall thickening and 
cell collapse evident in the 
basin area of fruit at 6 
weeks post anthesis – a 
slight reddish brown 
discoloration was evident 
in the surface of the fruit –
tissue degeneration in the 
edge of the vascular 
strands had produced a 
large lacuna.”

1980

lacuna

Vascular
strands

Six weeks after anthesis



1980

“The cuticle and 
epidermis were 
separated from the 
hypodermis creating a 
lacuna. The lacuna was 
contiguous to an area of 
the hypodermis that 
consisted of dividing 
cells adjacent to a zone 
of tissue containing 
cells with extremely 
thick walls.”

lacuna

epidermis

Thick walls
of hypodermis

Six weeks after anthesis



1980

“Groups of dividing cells were enclosed in a mother cell wall 
and, as they developed, collapse and breakdown were noted. 
Competition from normal cells contiguous to the newly formed 
cells may contribute to …breakdown of [the newly formed 
cells]”



Pitted tissue Healthy tissue

Ca accumulation
in vacuole

Healthy

Plasmolizing

Pitted tissue

Plasmolized Membrane 
disintegration

Pitted tissue
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“-localized accumulation of Ca2+ inside the vacuole may trigger a 
localized depletion of apoplastic Ca2+, resulting in an increase in 
membrane leakiness, plasmolysis, and eventually localized cell 
death (i.e., pit formation).”



1980

“45Ca, which was fed to 
the roots in mid-May, 
accumulated in the pits 
after the tissues began 
disintegrating.”

“…no accumulations in 
the cortex were observed 
unaccompanied by bitter 
pit.”

Pericarp
Ventral bundle

Dorsal bundle

Bitter pits

Bitter pits

Primary bundle



1980

“45Ca applied to the fruit surface by 
dipping , penetrated to flesh through 
vascular systems, but radioactivity was 
greater in skin and core than in flesh.”

Late summer (Aug) application

Late summer (Aug) application (4X on tree)

Journal of the Horticultural Society of Japan Vol. 39, No. 4
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Cortical vascular networks 9, 14, and 22 weeks after bloom. Colors 
indicate thickness of the vasculature



Breakage of the xylem strand Ruptured string of vessels

“-xylem dysfunction could be seen as minimizing outflowing xylem 
sap from the fruit, but at the expense of reduced import of xylem‐borne 
minerals, such as calcium, to the fruit”



Floral tube
Sepal (primary) bundles

Petal (primary) bundles

Dorsal carpellary bundles
Ventral carpellary bundles

Outer limit of carpel 
(core)



Petal

Sepal

Dorsal

Ventral

Braeburn (64 DAFB) Granny Smith (67 DAFB)

Staining: 1 % w/w aqueous acid fuchsin
was drawn up into the fruit through the 
stalk for 2 h under 22 °C and 65 % RH 
with a brisk airflow.



Longitudinal changes in the functionality of xylem Dražeta et al., 2004
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Dye level in ‘Braeburn’ (solid 
circles) and ‘Granny Smith’ (open 
circles) as a function of fruit age 
(DAFB).

Primary

Dorsal

Ventral





“A variable timing of xylem dysfunction could…create high 
variability in fruit mineral composition. 

This could explain the high variability observed in the incidence of 
calcium‐related disorders, such as bitter pit. 

Hence, the earlier start of xylem dysfunction in ‘Braeburn’ fits with 
the observation that, of the two cultivars examined, ‘Braeburn’ is the 
more susceptible to bitter pit.”



Ca uptake – first 6 to 7 weeks

Xylem disruption

Initiation events (???)

Ca++ partitioning to vacuoles

Cell collapse, cell wall thickening

Cell death and pit formation

Accumulation of Ca++ and Mg++

Maybe….

SEQUENCE OF EVENTS



1989

1. Not enough is known about the development of Ca deficiency 
and mineral imbalance in the fruit, particularly about the input 
of minerals into the developing fruit in terms of fruit growth, 
transport processes, and internal distribution of minerals. 

2. There is poor understanding of the localization of bitter pit 
symptoms in the fruit flesh. This includes the identification of 
potential sites of pitting in terms of both minerals and cell 
metabolism. 

CONCLUSIONS



“XFM offers…in vivo 
analyses at room 
temperature and 
pressure, good detection 
limits (approximately 1–
100 mg kg−1), and 
excellent resolution 
(down to 50 nm).”

Plant Physiology,  2018



1989

3. There is a lack of appreciation of the metabolic components 
of bitter pit. This is current both in the role of Ca in cell 
metabolism, and in the metabolic events exclusive of mineral 
metabolism, which might initiate bitter pit development. There 
is a need to reinterpret all Ca deficiency disorders in the light of 
the latest developments in the physiology and biochemistry of 
Ca in plant tissues. 

4. Although differences in cultivar susceptibility are well 
known, the possibilities of genetic control of bitter pit and other 
storage disorders have not been exploited. 

CONCLUSIONS



“These plastids are termed “sensory” plastids, and here we show 
their proteome to be distinct from chloroplasts.”

“We posit that the sensory plastid participates in sensing 
environmental stress, integrating this sensory function with 
epigenetic and gene expression circuitry to condition heritable stress 
memory.”
‘Normal’ Chloroplast ‘Sensory’ Chloroplast



“Ion channels of the GLUTAMATE RECEPTOR– LIKE family act 
as sensors that convert this signal into an increase in intracellular 
calcium ion concentration that propagates to distant organs, where 
defense responses are then induced.”

Science, 2018



“In neuroscience, glutamate is a neurotransmitter: a chemical that 
nerve cells use to send signals to other cells. It is by a wide margin 
the most abundant excitatory neurotransmitter in the vertebrate 
nervous system.”






QUESTIONS/DISCUSSION POINTS...

1. Can we predict bitter pit?
2. When does bitter pit ‘begin’?
3. What are the connections between weather and bitter pit? 
4. Is there a physiological signal to trigger bitter pit?
5. Can we develop a model system for the study of bitter pit?
6. What causes bitter pit? 
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